Have you ever . . .
- Needed your Will prepared or updated?
- Been overcharged or treated unfairly?
- Signed a contract or document?
- Known a victim of identity theft?
- Been in a situation where you thought the advice of an attorney might be useful?

LegalShield gives you the ability to talk to an attorney on any matter without worrying about the high hourly costs. From real estate to divorce advice, identity theft and beyond, we have your rights covered. Welcome to total peace of mind. Welcome to LegalShield.

LegalShield Plan Overview
Covers member, spouse or partner, children up to 26 never married living at home - up to 26 if in college full time

- Legal Advice – unlimited issues
- Letters/calls made on your behalf
- Contracts & documents reviewed up to 15 pages
- Lawyers prepare
  - Your Will
  - Living Will
  - Healthcare Power of Attorney
  - Minor Trust
- Personal Moving traffic violations
- Trial Defense Assistance
  - Pre-Trial Representation at trial
- IRS Audit Assistance
- 25% Preferred Member Discount
- 24/7 Emergency Access for covered situations

The following are covered after 90 days:
- Uncontested Divorce
- Uncontested Name Change
- Uncontested Adoption
- Uncontested Separation/Annulment

IDShieldSM Plan Overview (covers member, spouse, and dependent children up to 26 yrs old)

- Credit Report with Score & Analysis
- Credit Monitoring with Activity Alerts
- Complete Identity Restoration Services
  A licensed expert will take the steps to get your life back to where it was before the identity theft happened.
- Credit Report & Prevention Consultation
- Black Market Website Surveillance for SS# misuse
- Fraud/Address Change/Social Media Alerts
- 5 million guarantee
- Combined with the legal plan creates complete comprehensive coverage

Safeguard for Minors Identity Theft Rider (Monitoring for up to 8 of the member's children 17 and under. Dependents 18 to 25 are entitled to Consultation and Restoration)

- Quarterly Monitoring for Credit Files in the Child’s Name/Consultation/Restoration

3 Easy Steps to Enroll and Use Your Membership
1. Complete your application.
2. Get your Will done. This gives you hundreds of dollars worth of legal work up front at no additional charge.

This is a general overview of your legal plan coverage for illustration purposes only. See a plan contract for complete terms, coverage, amounts, conditions and exclusions.